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Hello &
welcome to
our 2021
Autumn 		
Programme.
After 18 months of sad empty
walls and uncertainty we are
re-launching our full seasonal
programme and excited to get
the room filled once more with
people, music and positivity!
Here's what you need to know.
We are going to be open most
days of the week from Sept
20th - Dec 19th, we will follow the same pattern each
week moving from community
events to creative learning,
live music and finishing with a
club night each Saturday and
occasional Sunday pop-ups.
We have programmed over 90
events between now and Xmas.
We're a tiny team and it's been a
rough year but against the odds
we're ready to go. We are com-

mitted to and excited by each and
every one of the events that are
about to happen. Ideally these
events would have been advertised weeks ago but it's simply not
been that kind of a year! Being
honest we are entirely dependent
on your support, we don’t have
any programme funding at the
moment and we have large loans
to pay back post Covid.

We feel music and art in our bellys
& our bones, we believe that
culture transforms, unites & way
way more. All this stuff is so hard
to express, without being cheesybut this is why we do Cobalt. It's
what drives us, it's uphill all the
way most of the time, but always
so very worth it and never more
so than now. Dr Oliver Sacks says
it much better than us...

We are waiting on an application
outcome for program funding and
our Covid grants & loans we are
investing in longer term capital developments for sustainability, but
at this point in time we are delicate, to say the least; and we have
thrown all that we have at this in
somewhat blind faith that people are going to come out again.
Please let us be right!

“Music imprints itself in the
brain deeper than any other
human experience. Music
evokes emotion and emotion can bring memory. Music
brings back the feeling of life
when nothing else can."
We look forward to coming back
to life and hope to see you very
soon. - Kate, Mark & The Team x
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We do this because it helps us with sustainability, due to the
terms of our licence, which only allow 36 late nights a year
and because it allows us to do private hires and other events
in between public seasons. These hires and other events
help us to bring in additional revenue which supports culture
and community. When we are open we operate our weekly
timetable following the same pattern each week which moves
through community stuff, learning, live music and club
nights. We do a lot and we felt it helps you to understand us
better if we stick to a pattern - then you can know what to
expect on any given day. It also helps us to know where we
are at!

OUR WEEK:
MON

CHANGE

COMMUNITY-LED ACTIVITY

TUES

CHANGE

COMMUNITY-LED ACTIVITY

WED

LEARN & DO

EVERYONE, EVERYWHERE HAS A
RIGHT TO CULTURE.
CULTURE BRINGS US UNITY.
CREATIVE EXPRESSION IS IMPORTANT
FOR OUR MENTAL HEALTH AND WELLBEING.
CULTURE IS TRANSFORMATIVE.
ARTS ENRICH OUR WORLD IN A MULTITUDE OF WAYS.
Cobalt is a place for art, music, and communities, we put all sorts of

CREATIVE LEARNING

events on and we help people to be creative with affordable studios,
use of space and workshops. We are a not-for-profit, community

interest company, largely run by volunteers at the moment. When

FRI
SAT

FRESH
LIVE
LEARN & DO
LIVE
CLUB

SUN

SPECIALS

you buy tickets for events or drinks at the bar you support all the

FOOD / NEW MUSIC

community and cultural stuff.

Our remit is to support culture AND make access to cultural activi-

LIVE MUSIC / PERFORMANCE

ties affordable! It can be hard to create a balance between keeping
drinks & tickets prices as cheap as possible whilst also striving to

pay performers and staff as fairly as we can. This is something that

we try to achieve unfunded, although this is a balance that is harder

CREATIVE LEARNING
SATURDAY NIGHT GIGS
LATE NIGHT PARTIES
SPECIAL SUNDAY POP - UPS

and harder to strike, especially at the moment. Throughout our pro-

WHO WE ARE

THURS

gramme, website and ticket sales you will see the following phrases

[Surviving/Driving/Thriving]. This is our three - tiered ticket system,

its kind of like an honesty box, basically it allows you to chose which
category you feel you fit into and how much you can afford to pay,
please choose your level with respect for what we are trying to do
here. If none of these levels genuinely don’t work for you and you

want to attend an event, please get in touch with us. Or if you would
like to support our work with bigger donations, we are always very
grateful to hear form supporters. NB Where this system is not of-

fered its usually because the event belongs to an external promoter.
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We are a not-forprofit, community
interest company

Cobalt works in three seasons a year,
Autumn (Sept - Dec) , Spring (end of
Jan – April) and Summer (May - July).

TICKETS TO OUR EVENTS

WEEKS & SEASONS
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CHANGE MAKERS

CROSSINGS

Nov 8th / Dec 6th

6-9PM / FREE OR

6.30-9PM / FREE OR

(Donate to support)

(Donate to support)

COMMUNITY-LED ACTIVITIES

SOUP

Nov 15th

6.30-9PM / £4 OR
(Donate to support)

SEPTEMBER

YOUR EVENT COULD
BE HERE?

21/28

OCTOBER

Mondays

5/12/19/26

6.30-9PM / TBC

NOVEMBER

(Donate to support)
If you have a community led event
that attempts to change the word
for the better and could be open
to everybody, ideally for free, then
we could chat about offering you
the space for free and adding your
event into the programme.

2/9/16/23/30

DECEMBER
7/14

Email us:
hello@cobaltstudios.co.uk

soup@weareernest.com

TUES - CHANGE

Back for a one off this season
Soup is a delicious micro funding
event all about sharing and supporting people to ‘do good’ in their
area. You get to chat to lovely people, eat soup and hear 4 community projects pitch to take home the
entrance money. Everyone votes
for the project they want to win
the money. For more info, to pitch
or to volunteer - please email:

This is a very special event delivered by a long standing team of volunteers. If you are able to support their
work and can offer voluntary services on the night or
in general please let us know and we can pass on your
details. All help is appreciated and there are lots of
general jobs to be done. There is also space for music
teachers and group leaders.
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MON - CHANGE

A welcoming night of music, relaxation and socialising.
Crossings invites refugees, asylum seekers, migrants
and all other members of the community to come
every Monday and play, sing, write or simply listen to
music in a warm community setting.

Discussion and drawing/collage
social. An informal chance to hear
about direct change and chat with
a speaker invited to come and
share their stories of steps towards change in a very relaxed
round table setting. This discussion will be followed by a chance
to experiment with making collage/
drawn posters, zines and leaflets
focused around instigating positive changes in the world. which
we will reproduce on our risograph
printer for you to take away into
the world and influence people.
Would anybody reading this like
to come and talk about their own
experiences of working towards
changing the world for better?
Email us:
hello@cobaltstudios.co.uk
‘A journey of a thousand miles
starts with one step’ - Lao Tzu
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SEPTEMBER

29th / Nov 24th

L.A.D’S (LADIES & DECKS)
6-9PM / FREE

7-11PM / £7 OTD

Come and meet other like-minded women
who love music and are already DJ-ing or
would like to learn for chatting, mixing,
sharing notes and generally addressing
the lack of women (or those identifying as
women) on the decks in this city.

Headlined by Holly Flo Lightly, a name
that should be familiar to anyone who is
used to seeing an MC mash up the dance.
Having released an EP with the infamous
Sika Records and renowned for tearing
up stages and shutting down sets, Holly
has been carving a name for herself ever
since she first picked up a mic.

Bring Vinyl or USB stick if you have it,
and if you don’t just bring yourselves.

13th

6-9PM / £7 ADV-£8 OTD
Chilled life drawing in a very relaxed environment. Gentle music, colourful lighting
with a fully licensed bar & hot drinks . No
judgement; no pressure, no teacher - just
drawings. We hope to have an array of different models taking inspiration from classic art, yoga and contemporary dance and
covering a variety of age groups, physiques
and skin colours.

BORN LIPPY: POETRY
WRITING WORKSHOP WITH
DONALD JENKINS

The monthly mini slam - why not perform
your own poem or rap bars in a friendly
battle of words? Share your hidden secrets, gripes, tales of beauty and marvel
us with your wordplay. The winner will
get a full paid slot to perform their work
at our next event. To take part, DM us or
post up in the event page.

27th Oct

4-6PM / £5 OTD

ON LISTENING: A WORKSHOP
WITH JASON KAHN

Come and take part in an informal poetry
writing workshop led by the founder of
Born Lippy, Donald Jenkins.

6-9PM / £10 OTD

Starts with a writing workshop first followed by the event, come to either on
their own or make a night of it and come
to both!

You will need pens/ chalk/ pencils etc and
a sketchbook (we also provide scrap paper
and drawing boards. Please Note, pre-booking is reccomended

What does it mean to listen, as opposed
to just hearing? How do we interact with
the social and physical spaces we move
through each day by listening or not listening? How can we raise our awareness
of the world around us by paying more
attention to its sounds and how they
influence our lives?
“Turning his ear to the daily life around
him, Kahn’s diaristic accounts capture an
extremely tenacious form of attention—a
bare listening.” - Errant Bodies Press, on
Jason Kahn’s book “In Place”.

SEPTEMBER

NOVEMBER

10th

BORN LIPPY:
POETRY WRITING WORKSHOP
See October 13th listing.

10th

BORN LIPPY: YOUR MONTHLY
CELEBRATION OF ALL THINGS
SPOKEN WORD/POETRY SLAM/
COMEDY/LIVE HIP HOP
7-11PM / £7 OTD
Headlined by Ralph Dartford, hailing
from Basildon in Essex, and now lives
in West Yorkshire, having got there via
Australia, Barcelona and Los Angeles. He
was the founding member of influential
spoken word collective ‘A Firm of Poets’,
and his first collection of poetry, Cigarettes, Beer and Love, published by Ossett Observer Presents in 2013. His next
collection, Recovery Songs was published
by Valley Press in 2019.

DECEMBER

8th

BORN LIPPY:
POETRY WRITING WORKSHOP
See October 13th listing.

13th

BORN LIPPY: YOUR MONTHLY
CELEBRATION OF ALL THINGS
SPOKEN WORD/POETRY SLAM/
COMEDY/LIVE HIP HOP
7-11PM / £7 OTD

22/29

Jeff Price presents 'Infinate Threads'
North East launch. The Godfather of
North East Spoken Word returns home to
perform poems from his new collection
while screening the photography of Chris
Collister whose work features in his new
book.
Infinite Threads: The poems and photographs are in a conversation, a dance,
an embrace, the result is that the audience gets taken on a multiverse of
journeys.

OCTOBER

6/13/20/27

NOVEMBER

3/10/17/24/31

DECEMBER

The monthly mini slam - why not perform
your own poem or rap bars in a friendly
battle of words? Share your hidden secrets, gripes, tales of beauty and marvel
us with your wordplay.

3/8/15

JASON KHAN, ON LISTENING

WEDNESDAY - LEARN & DO

Wednesdays

BORN LIPPY: YOUR MONTHLY
CELEBRATION OF ALL THINGS
SPOKEN WORD/POETRY SLAM/
COMEDY/LIVE HIP HOP

Open decks and social hosted by Annie
Marron – a L.A.D’s event.

OCTOBER

LIFE DRAWING

13th
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LINDENBAUM MODULAR

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)
A very special gig to re-open
fresh, picking up where we left
off in March 2020. Expect riffs,
drones, mashed up lyrics and
earthy Celtic frequencies.

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)
Two contemporary solo performers creating music as
delicate as it is intricate.

30th
ELSA HEWITT & MAYSHEMAYSHE

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

AYA

Elements of dance & ambient
mixed with idiosyncratic song
writing and sharp poetic lyricism
From Elsa Hewitt with ethereal
art pop from Mayshe Mayshe.

From vast sad looped choirs
to creamy r’n'b croons, sprawling reel to reel tape loops and
modified vocals raw, haptic pop
music held together with Sellotape and experimental, political
improvisation.

21st
CHIMINYO + LOTS OF HANDS

HOLLY CLARKE

MAJA BUGGE

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)
Chiminyo makes raw sound
from live synths, samples and
sound effects. Performed in real
time with glittering drum beats
& heavy jazz influence.
Plus DIY indie from the coast.

Devotional, primal electronic
music with an astonishing & addictive rage of vocals. Futuristic
folk that harnesses the power
and giddiness of technology.
Sound shaped by an earnest
curiosity for modular synths &
homemade interventions.

Synth-drenched futuristic soul
& an intoxicating mix of jazz,
hip hop, and electronica.
Dreamy vocal harmonies and a
sophisticated sonic backdrop
to create a sound grounded
in soul, jazz and contemporary
R&B."

25th
AYA & JENNIFER WALTON

9th
TENDERLOINS & KNATS

4th
DIJI + HAAR

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

Crafted noise, ear beating bass,
contorting language, dialect,
gender and sexuality between
intermittently controlled bursts
of rhythm and noise.

Leading Label owners and
musicians from the London
underground jazz scene bridging jazz, house and beats with a
restless ease. Plus up and coming home brewed Tyneside jazz.
Smooth operators!

NOVEMBER

Rhythmic maverick & powerhouse vocalist Dijji makes minimalist, genre blurring music with
a tasteful stroke of oddity.
Sweet vocals and catchy
sounds from Haar, falling somewhere between alternative, indie
- folk and bedroom DIY.

11th
HOLLY CLARKE & MAISIE MAY
7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)
Two young folk artists finding
new ways with time steeped traditions & woven story telling.

DECEMBER

2nd
LUKI & MAX SYEDTOLLAN
7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)
Atmospheric pop that blends
everyday + the imaginary with
theatrical and emotive force.
Multi-disciplinary practices
spanning music, text and image.
Interests include world-building,
anachronism, affect, melody,
improvisation, comedy and the
naïve.

16th
FEDAH & GEORGIA
7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)
Spiritual daughters of Erykah
Badu & Oumou Sangre. Afrofuturists electro-soul with rich
vocals; a thoroughly warming
end to our Autumn season and
the start of the festive season.

THURSDAY - FRESH

14th
HYPERDAWN & MERMAID
CAFÉ

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

MAX SYEDTOLLAN

7th
MAJA BUGGE & THEO
ALEXANDER

18th
NOYA RAO & LYRAS

LYRA PRAMUK

23rd
DEEP CABARET & COSYS EX
COLLECTIVE

28th
LYRA PRAMUK + LINENBAUM
MODULAR

ELSA HEWITT

OCTOBER

“SYNTH - DRENCHED
FUTURISTIC SOUL”

SEPTEMBER

LUKI

FEDAH / THEO ALEXANDER

h
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24th
MASSIVE AUTUMN OPENING
PARTY

1st
PETER BRODERICK + PSYDOVE

5th
HENGE, SHUNYA & SUNGOAT

8PM / £9-12-15

8PM / £12
ATTENTION EARTH!!! HENGE ARE
COMING! They come in the name
of rave. This fireworks night, they
bring you the gift of cosmic dross.

Come out and enjoy the dulcet,
infectious tones of Tyneside’s
favourite western, swing, blues,
country, rock & roll or whatever
else band – ROB HERON & THE
TEAPADS.

“You can only be as happy as
the world that you live in...”,
Peter Broderick soundtracks
our turbulent times whilst simultaneously providing us with
a lifeline and a way of looking
at the world that is hopeful and
full of wonder. He is a multi faceted musician and collaborator,
genre less, experimental and
endlessly prolific.

Get down and funky with DJ
JELLY JELS, Newcastle’s funkiest, freshest party DJ. Expect
funk, afro, latin and anything
else you can move your feet to!

Supported by Psydove, uniquely
cheeky psychedelia wielding
catchy hooks and dreamy chord
progressions warped through
woozy effects.

Prepare for a full on, brass
fuelled smack in the face with
a late night set from DILUTEY
JUICE Newcastle’s hottest new
live afro-beat band!

8th
SHE DREW THE GUN + GUESTS

8PM - LATE / £5
A celebration, a party, a gig and
a club night, basically a Friday
Night knees up

8PM / £15

15th
HOUSE OF THE BLACK
GARDENIA

22nd
MINA & BRYTE + PHIBI
8PM / £8-10-12

8PM / £7-10-13
Dig out the dancing shoes and
glad rags and get down to hear
Newcastle’s hottest viper jazz,
dirty blues and vintage swing
from 9 piece House of The
Black Gardenia.
What’s life without music and
dancing? Its been far too long...
see you on the dancefloor!

Impassioned, hypnotic and
darkly ornate psych-pop from
acclaimed songwriter Louise
Roach where you will be drawn
into the spirit of rebellion, songs
that rally against injustice and
food banks and celebrating
outsiderdom.

Support comes from fast rising
star Phibi who starts the evening with her self-styled r&b,
bluesey ambient bedroom pop.

PSYDOVE

29th
MARRA + EMERGENCY
LIBRARIAN

MINA & BRYTE

8PM / £7-9-11

ROB HERON & THE TEAPADS

NATALIE STERN

Marra! Is new work from otherworldly performance artist and
musician The Lone Taxidermist
(aka Natalie Sharp), Originally
from Cumbria’s west coast she
has returned home to explore
her upbringing, the result is
Marra! A deeply personal
reflection on growing up as a
first generation immigrant in
small town Cumbria. Expect to
transcend into electronic chaos
with the Cumbrians. Emergency
Librarian draw on local folk
songs and the faint radio transmissions from distant galaxies
to produce the kind of psychedelic folk space rock freak out
that might be enjoyed by the
Morris dancers of Mars.

8PM / £9-11-13
Moroccan deep psychedelia &
groove...
“Frenetic Anglo - Moroccan sextet
infuse gnawa trance rituals with
Comet Is Coming - style synth - jazz
prophecies. Good attitude!” Uncut
“Bringing the otherworldly sounds
of electronic trance music to Moroccan ritual gnawa.” – New Internationalist
Supported by beat makers Grey
Tapes who keep live electronic music truly live. No clicks, sequencers
or backing track.

Shunya (signed to Bluenote) is a
classical violinist and electronic wizard. Sungoat is a kind of one man
cross between The Prodigy and
The Vengaboys, fusing traditional
Scottish and Irish folk with intense
old school hardcore.

8PM / £9-11-13
Bringing Kenyan storytelling to life
with a Geordie twang, Rapasa is a
singer, songwriter, storyteller, multi
- instrumentalist, music educator
and contemporary dancer.
Frankie brings intricate melodies on
a fiddle whilst master of improv &
jazz John adds double bass depth.
This unexpected blend of instruments combined with gara (bells
worn on the right ankle) gives Rapasa’s music a unique texture &
charm.
RUNN explore and intertwine the
rich harmonic and rhythmic textures of accordion and bodhran resulting in a bold, expansive sound.

8PM / £7-9-11

Using a sparse set up of loop pedals, vocal effects and synths, Nathalie sculpts haunting sound-scapes
that fuse a love of old folk
songs, horror and folk lore with
vocals and lo-fi textures.

8PM / £11

19th
OFFGRID WITH RAPASA OTIENO, JOHN POPE & FRANKIE
ARCHER + RUNN

10th
NATALIE STERN & ME LOST ME
TAKEOVER WEEKEND
Two experimental folk artists working vocal harmonies, syth loops and
drones.

12th
DRUGSTORE ROMEOS

Strange Days presents Drugstore
Romeos & guests who make surreal suburban bedroom pop, they
have carved something extraordinary from the mundane. Their
sound is a testament of youth and
adventure, and proof that art will
always open a door for those looking to escape.

Live

ELECTRIC JALABA

DECEMBER
3rd
LONE TAXIDERMIST
TAKEOVER WEEKEND
8PM / £7-9-11
Enter the bizarre and otherworldly
matrix of Lone Taxidermist for a
weekend of live music, workshops
and club handpicked & curated
by her.
An accomplished and relentlessly
experimental polymath sculpting
her unique observations on the
world with stagecraft, costumes,
graphic art, video making, face
paint, vocal technique, remixing
and DJing she has a keen eye for
the DIY, the obscure, the bravest
experimentation and is intricately
networked to some of the most exciting & cutting edge left field stuff
being created right now.
Expect a weekend of curiosity,
experimentation and bringing the
underground overground. More
details to be released as and when.

Me Lost Me delights in experimenting with genre, taking influence
from folk, electronica, art pop, ambient and noise music to create a
beguiling mix of soaring vocals,
synth, field recordings and hypnotic rhythms. Her live shows are atmospheric, dark and playful, with a
repertoire that explores storytelling
through original songs, improvisations and reworkings of traditional
ballads. ”Brilliant peculiar noise” Tom Robinson. “Stripping folk back
to its bones while letting its future
echoes bleed out” - The Guardian

17th
BAGHDADDIES XMAS BLOW OUT TAKEOVER
8PM / £10 ADV.
Sadly missed last year, The Baghdaddies’ annual festive
extravaganza is upon us once again! Everyone’s favourite
Geordie troubadours are back with their pure, unadulterated, grade A radgy party music, lashings of booze, and
more silly hats than the Vatican. Expect raucous festivity
and joy.

FRIDAY -LIVE

FRIDAY - LIVE

Afropoppin, exuberant, passionate, forward thinking live
set from collaborates Mina and
Byrte. They connect the dots
between a range of influences
including gqom, funky, afrohouse and amapiano. Bryte’s
multilingual lyrics about his
life in Accra and London skip
playfully over Mina’s upbeat
and distinctive production style.
They have toured internationally, performing at venues such
as Berghain, Cakeshop Seoul,
and Nyege Festival. Together
they have an infectious energy,
with a sound that fuses together styles from the UK, Ghana
and around the world.

A kind of music new to our world,
absorb the mutated frequencies of
cosmic dross. There are no words
to describe these sounds, but we
will learn how to love and dance
again. Henge might be uniquely genius but don’t do that come late for
the headliner thing, these are two
top - notch supports, completing a
full on night of music and dance.

26th
ELECTRIC JALABA &
GREY TAPES

DRUGSTORE ROMEOS

NOVEMBER

ME LOST ME

OCTOBER

LONE TAXIDERMIST

SEPTEMBER
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16th
SOUND PAINTING WORKSHOP
WITH CHRIS BARTHOLOMEW

6th
CHALK PRESENTS: HENGE +
FAMILY GIG
10.45-12.15pm/£8.50

Come and learn soundpainting
with Chris Bartholomew. It's a
gestural language for leading
group improvisation. In this 2
hour workshop we’ll cover the
basics of soundpainting, it’s
history and how it can become
a valuable part of collaborative
music making. Suitable for all
musicians. 14 +

Get ready for an intergalactic
mission as Chalk presents a
family gig with Henge! The gig
will be preceded by a cosmic
costume workshop where you
can craft your own outfit suitable for an interstellar journey
and limber up for your mission
to dance.

LINDSAY HANNON

2-4PM / PWYW/FREE

13th
LIFE DRAWING & LIVE JAZZ
A relaxed sat afternoon life
drawing and gorgeous live jazz
session from Lindsay Hannon
and Martin Douglas. Expected
coloured light, candles, informality, atabla & drum kit lead
series of ambient soundscapes
utilising voice, electric bass &
sung poetry.

20th
BRAVE EXHIBITIONS FESTIVAL
& GENERATOR NE PRESENT
FIELD RECORDING WORKSHOP
& LIVE DEMO WITH AJA IRELAND

CHALK

7PM / £7 DOOR
£10(INC. DINNER)

AJA

AJA is returning to lead an
intimate workshop exploring
how to make field recordings
whilst also sharing some insight
into their own creative practice.
Participants will be shown how
to create a wide range of tones
and textures, using simple built
in Ableton Plugins, learning
how to build tracks and soundscapes, while experimenting and
discovering new sounds as a
group through live demonstration, in a safe and empowering
environment. The workshop will
include:
Listening / Meditation / Ableton Demonstration / Live
soundscape/track created
/ Unique Sample Packs created for participants to take
away for free. 16 +

2-4PM / £9-11-13
Flaneurs, observers, casual
creatives? An afternoon of artist led playful experimental life
drawing with focussed perspectives, dramatic lighting, old time
music & a cabaret energy that
will get your ideas rollin’ and
your pencils scratchin‘!

DECEMBER
4th
LONE TAXIDERMIST
TAKEOVER WORKSHOP
TBC / TBC
Enter the bizarre and otherworldly matrix of Lone Taxidermist for a weekend of live
music, workshops and club
handpicked & curated by her.

11th
LIFE DRAWING & LIVE JAZZ

OCTOBER

NOVEMBER

2nd
CLUB PARADISE + SUPPORT

6th
TIGRESS & BLEAK SOUL –
DOUBLE BILL

7-10PM / £8
Reminiscent of an 80s Sunset
Boulevard movie montage. “Ready
to hit indie disco dancefloors
across the land” - Vents Magazine

Bleak Soul is the solo project of
Benjamin Lanford Biss, he explores
concepts of purpose & mental
struggles with the entire point of
existence.

9th
THOMAS TRUAX

Tigress are a British Rock band.

20th
WORLD SERVICE AND ROLLER
TRIO

7-10PM / £9.90
The remarkable Thomas Truax
plays his 30th Prancey Dog show.
Let’s make this one to remember!
if you haven’t already, come and
meet king of homemade instruments , exceptional song writer
and around ingenious originator
Thomas Truax.

6.30-10PM / £8-1012
Two heavyweight stalwarts of the
UK jazz/improv/experimental scene
come together for a 6-date tour of
the UK;

Expect a motorized drum machine
made of bike wheels called ‘Mother
Superior’ and a pimped-up Dr.
Seuss-ian Gramophone called ‘The
Hornicator’, as well as his venerable
resonator guitar ‘Hank’ and much
more.

13th
OTHERS OUTSIDE PRESENTS:
CHIEDU ORAKA + SUPPORT

2-4PM / £11-13-15
A relaxed sat afternoon life
drawing and gorgeous live jazz
session from Lindsay Hannon
and Martin Douglas. Expected
coloured light, candles, informality, atabla & drum kit lead
series of ambient soundscapes
utilising voice, electric bass &
sung poetry.

Live

7-10PM / £8

30th
THE OLD PINK HOUSE &
DELPHII
6-10PM / £5-7
The Old Pink House are a self-described “cosmic pop” quartet. Their
music is a swirling mass of immediate hooks, remorseful lyrics and
cascading synths, undergirded with
a propulsive rhythm section.
Supported by DELPHii , a sonic
perfectionist.

WORLD SERVICE

Described by Gilles Peterson music
as “Dark, menacing, bass heavy –
the new sound of UK jazzzzzzz!”
Roller trio continue their exploration of more electronic sounds and
long-form soundscapes intertwined
with heavy and raw grooves.
World Service Project combine
aching anthemic rock sounds with
an unfashionable punk attitude and
towering arrangements.

7-10PM / £8 ADV
Long known as a leading figure in
the Northern grime scene, Chiedu
Oraka or self- titled ‘The Black
Yorkshireman’ is defying genres
with his blend of raw honesty and
lyrical intensity. Since emerging
onto the scene from his native city
of Hull, Chiedu is undoubtedly one
of the most exciting voices in grime
and UK rap. A string of straight up
classics include ‘Flex’, ‘Men Behaving Badly’ and the hit single ‘Darcy’,
which sits in the top 10 longest
tracks to feature on the Grime
Shutdown playlist, holding its own
for over 300 days running. In
2019, Chiedu also hit us with the
UK’s only official remix of the viral
hit ‘Thotiana’, further proof of his
relevance to the culture.

THE OLD PINK HOUSE

CHIEDU OKARA

SATURDAY - LIVE

SATURDAY - LEARN & DO

2-4PM / £11-13-15

27th
LIFE DRAWING SPECIAL /
CAFÉ CHARCOAL
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TIGRESS

NOVEMBER

BLEAK SOUL

OCTOBER

COBALT AUTUMN SEASON

CLUB PARADISE
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COBALT AUTUMN SEASON

OCTOBER

25th
L.A.D’S PRESENTS :
GABRIELLE KWARTENG &
JACKLYN

2nd
PROVEN PEOPLE
10PM - LATE
£7 / £10

10PM - LATE
£7 / £9 / £11
Gabrielle Kwarteng brings her
uplifting selection of 80s Chicago & ‘90s NY house, broken beats, tribal percussion
grooves, West African disco,
jazz, acid and a whole lot more
nestled in her bag, ready to be
played out at the right moment.
She is supported by up & coming homegrown talent Jacklyn.

Proven people bring us Clandestino and their musical collage referencing the glory days
of acid house, with melodic
Balearic elements & high energy disco beats built in. A full
on party taking in disco, acid
house, techno, afro, italo and
anything else inappropriate in
order to keep the dance floor
bubbling.
Support by Forriner, Paul T, Diz
and Calvin Murta.

Club

NOVEMBER
6th
MUNICIPAL PRESENTS:
LEGOWELT LIVE & DOLKRAUT
10PM - 3AM
£12 (EB) / £15 (G)
Another brave, left field line up
from underground dancefloor
champions Municipal Legowelt’s
sound and mythology is unmistakably his own, his output is
expansive in style; from gritty
techno, freaky house, and tearjerker electro, to synthdrenched ambient soundtracks
for imaginary films. Yet it all
feels sonically tied together at a
deep, melodic level.

9th
SHY BAIRNS X TOUGHLUCK

16th
NEIGHBOURHOOD GET DOWN
9PM - LATE
£5 before 11PM / £7
A musical coming together from
the folk behind Reasons to be
Cheerful and One20 specifically for the dancers. Selections
spanning from Italo, Dub, Soul,
Electro, Afro-boogie to house,
new wave, disco, general oddities and all other dance floor
daftness.

23rd
PUSHBACK #4
THE BIG CUM BACK
9PM - LATE
£5 / £10

PUSHBACK

Newcastle’s favourite queer
rave is back with a vengeance!
Starting the night off in style
with a very special drag show,
featuring some incredible local performers. Music will be
provided by our resident DJ,
Richard Finch followed by none
other than Radiant Love cofounder Byron Yeates.

30th
L.A.D’S PRESENTS:
ÉCLAIR FIFI + DFT

13th
STEREO 45 PRESENTS:
GENIUS CHAPTER. 160
9PM - 2AM
£5 / £8 / £10

9PM - 3AM
£7 / £9 / £11
With her background in pirate
radio, art & raves Éclair Fifi is a
rule breaker and has become
one of the UK’s most colourful
genre agnostic. She is somebody who intuitively loves and
knows that vital moment when
a party burst into life. Opening early for a long set from
DFTL (Doing it for the lasses ),
Newcastle’s a freshest collective
of young women taking charge
of the decks with style, confidence and taste.

Headliners Scar Duggy & Funktional will be supported by
Nectax, Renok 9 and Sketchy
Rita. First in a series of events
showcasing new & exciting 160
jungle artists and DJ’s.

20th
LATE NIGHT DRUM CLUB /
LABEL PARTY
10PM - 2AM
£5 / £8
Late Night Drum Club host a
label party with co-founders
SWIN & D.Topian alongside
special guest Edmondson and
LNDC residents. They will be
sharing sounds from the label,
forthcoming and unreleased
material and gems from there
amassed collection ready to
ignite the Cobalt dance-floor.

27th
LO-FI CALL SUPER
10PM - LATE
£15 / £17
Call Super, the eclectic selector makes his debut at Cobalt
Studios on 27th November.
With support from Becky
Woodcock.

18th
COALESCENCE
9PM - 2AM
£4 EARLY BIRDS
Reggae, Dub and Steppas in a
true sound system culture style
and fashion all night long. With
the full Coalescence Soundsystem and the Incredible Tex on
the Mic! Expect warm heavy
baselines and good vibes all
night long!

DECEMBER
4th
LTT CLUB NIGHT (LONE
TAXIDERMIST TAKEOVER )
9PM - 2AM
£5 / £7 / £9 / £11
Expect the bizarre, the obtuse,
the otherworldly , the unknown
and the unseen when The Lone
Taxidermist takes over Cobalt
for the weekend with her top
picks for an experimental journey into a musical underworld
culminates with a club night &
party.

11th
APE-X PRESENTS:
INTERPLANETARY CRIMINAL

Expect a thoroughly sweaty
room well before Éclair Fifi
jumps on the decks.

9PM - 2AM
£8 / £15

PUSHBACK

"Ape-X return to Cobalt after
previously raucous parties with
Dan Shake, Joy Orbison, Bjarki
and Space Dimension Controller. This time they’re back with
garage man of the moment
Interplanetary Criminal.

ÉCLAIR FIFI

SATURDAY - CLUB

SATURDAY - CLUB

Expect shenanigans.

PUSHBACK

Euphoric sounds, techno, minimal, tribal, dance floor classics
& much more. Shy bairns &
Toughluck bring the first party
of its kind to the toon, combining music, fashion & photography and highlighting the importance of youth culture.

COALESCENCE

SHY BAIRNS

10PM - LATE
£3 before 11PM / £5

Dolkraut’s sets are open minded and unpredictable, but
deliver on the same dancefloor
intentions that run through his
own productions of distorted
distillations of percussive postpunk, melancholic synthwave,
and Dutch West Coast techno.
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GABRIELLE KWARTENG

SEPTEMBER

COBALT AUTUMN SEASON

SCAR DUGGY
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COBALT AUTUMN SEASON

COBALT AUTUMN SEASON

Whilst Covid has been a massive blow to

OCTOBER

the venue which was still very much a new
and delicate place anyway, it has given us

3rd
LUBBER FIEND: FUNDRAISER

time to do stuff that we really struggled to
get sorted when the venue is open. And it

also gave us time to think hard about how

2-10PM / £8 ADV.
£10(OTD)
An all dayer fundraiser for DIY
venue Lubber Fiend with No
Teeth, Pit Pony, Fire Sites, Fast
Blood, Waves of Dread, Star
Cult, Roxy Girls , Coax , New
Horror.
Great music, great cause.

10th
CONTRAZONTAL LAUNCH
CONCERT

SUNDAY - SPECIALS

CONTRAZONTAL

3-5PM / DONATIONS
(IN ADV / DOOR)
A Sunday afternoon acoustic
classical performance in an intimate setting? Come to the inaugural performance of Contrazontal, a collective of renowned
North-East based composers
and performers at the cutting edge of contemporary art
music. The concert will feature
several world premieres, as well
as music from earlier trailblazing individuals.
Families very welcome.
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we can develop new projects and create a
sustainable project for the long term.

NOVEMBER
7th
NIHILOXIA, MARIAM REZAEI,
WREATHS & KENOSIST
7PM / £9 - 11 - 13
Wring out your body, mind and
soul for a resonant Sunday ni
ght sound bath in one of electronic music’s most extraordinary & original acts + a host of
special support acts. Nihiloxia
harnesses the full force of the
ancient Bugandan drumming
tradition of Uganda and focuses
it on the contemporary dance
floor through a dark lens of
techno sensibility. Their pounding, primal trancelike quality is
fresh, infectious & dynamic. Already tearing apart dance floors
and festivals across the world
with an at once transcendental
and earth - shattering live show,
Nihiloxica are only just getting
started.
“Deliciously chaotic and ferocious urban grooves from
Kampala” - Songlines 5*
Supported with a mega line up
artists know for their intensity,
experimentations, and curious approach to music. Expect
weird music for dancing, turntable havoc & churning doomclouds of mournful noise.

14th
TITS UPON TYNE & FORWARD
NE NETWORKING EVENT
(BRAVE EXHIBITIONS FESTIVAL
FRINGE)

This space will be hosted by
Forward NE - a supportive
network for women, trans and
non - binary people, working
for equality and diversity in the
North East music industry.

developing the two final unfinished areas
of Cobalt, our roof top attic space will

become co-working and our back yard will
house more studios specifically for de-

28th
SLACK'S RADIO: FUNDRAISER

signer & makers who would benefit from
selling directly to the public. There will

also be a ‘People’s Art Room’ and some

2-9PM / £8 ADV.
£10(OTD)

kind of food and drink stuff out there. We
are building these ourselves, often out of
recycled material and always with a very
hands on, low budget approach - watch

Tyne & Wear's favourite DIY
Radio station Slack's are having
a whip - round! They are in the
process of raising the cash to
move into and kit - out their
first broadcasting studio.
Help us out by joining in for a
day fun and games; with Artist led kids workshops, an exclusive
residents auction, pop up food ,
exciting stalls and tonnes of
daft carry on - all sound tracked
by the most exciting DJs and
performers we have to offer!

DECEMBER
5th
CLEAN CUT KID + SPECIAL
GUESTS
7-11PM / £15 ADV.
Liverpudlian indie pop characterized by unabashedly romantic lyrics and infectious melodies.

this space!

WE HAVE:
CREATED A NEW WEBSITE TO HELP
SHARE INFO / TICKETS BETTER.
SECURED A 30 -YEAR LEASE.
SECURED SOME GRANTS & LOANS TO
HELP US FINISH BUILDING WORKS.
UPGRADED ASPECTS OF THE VENUE,
INCLUDING AIR EXTRACTION TO HELP
WITH COVID SAFETY + A NEW SOUND
SYSTEM.

12-4PM / Prices TBC
Brave Exhibitions fringe event in
partnership with Tits upon Tyne
& Forward NE & Generator NE.
Tits Upon Tyne is taking over
over the Ouseburn Valley for a
day of drop in workshops and
networking events.

Currently, using grants and loans we are

CLEAN CUT KID

WHAT'S NEW?
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LIVE MUSIC
COMMUNITY EVENTS
CREATIVE - 			
						LEARNING
CLUB NIGHTS
POP UPS
SOCIAL:
-

INSTAGRAM - COBALT.OUSEBURN
FACEBOOK - COBALTSTUDIOSCIC
TWITTER - COBALTSTUDIOS_

TICKETS:
-

COBALT WEBSITE / BILLETTO
COBALTSTUDIOS.CO.UK

10 - 16 BOYD ST / NE2 1AP

AUTUMN SEASON / SEPT - DEC 2021

